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Tillie Anton decides to write a journal of
her life experiences, and all that she has
learnt from them; the book starts and ends,
(some twenty years later), with her opening
her secret journal and reflecting on her lifes
journey and the lessons that it has taught
her.
Her journey begins when
thirty-something Tillie discovers her
husband having an affair and her world
falls apart, - but not for long. Working as a
part-time waitress she meets and falls
hopelessly in love with the restaurant
owners son, Robbie Hardcastle. Robbie is
five years younger than Tillie, single,
handsome, but unable to commit, both are
totally besotted with each other. They
embark on a passionate and highly intimate
affair, not knowing if the age gap will
impact on either on them as they get older.
Tillies career as a Management Executive
takes off but their relationship is soon put
to the test when Tillie becomes pregnant.
Robbie is unsure if he wants children,
claiming that he is happy to share Tillies
two daughters. The decision as to whether
to keep the baby is agonizing - a decision
that haunts them both for the rest of their
lives.When Tillies half sisters are arrested
on suspicion of murdering her mother she
finally realizes that life is too short and her
priorities change. The experience is both
raw and real, and leaves her trusting no
one, apart from Robbie and her work
colleague
Heather.
The
murder
investigation lasts nearly a year and when
the results of the inquest and the decision
of The Crown Prosecution Service are
finally known it rips the family apart.Now
forty plus and a successful businesswoman
in her own right Tillie gets distracted by
the charming and dapper Henry Chapel, a
high-flying business mogul. Henry arrives
with a string of affairs under his belt and
some unusual and devious friends within
The Tremeyne Trust. Henry chases Tillie
hard and Robbie bites back. She realises
that one of them is her destiny, her one true
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Soulmate, but which one is it? The
discovery
of
some
pornographic
photographs is too much for Tillie to
comprehend. This almost unbelievable
discovery and the ramifications it brings
her, to her life and career, forces Tillie to
make a life changing decision. A decision
that will leave her past behind her, but will
it be possible for her to take her one true
Soulmate with her? At the end of the story
Tillie has done what she needed to do. To
read her journal reliving her life and the
lessons that it has taught her. Numerous
life lessons from false flattery, betrayal,
injustice and deceit. Lifes lessons, of
spiritual awareness, and the hardest lesson
of all, the lesson of love. These lessons had
taken her so long to learn; as her journal
reveals, a lifetime in fact. She now believes
that Plato was indeed right in that each
person is only assigned one true love, one
Soulmate. Did Tillie manage to find hers?
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Soulmates, Twin Flames and Kindred Spirits - Which Have You Met Find GIFs with the latest and newest
hashtags! Search, discover and share your favorite Soulmates GIFs. The best GIFs are on GIPHY. 9 Signs Youve
Found Your Soulmate (If You Believe In That Sort Of Unmaintained, use Soulheart! Contribute to soulmate
development by creating an account on GitHub. 18 Signs Youve Found Your Soulmate - Lifehack Soulmates, two
souls joining together to perfect each other. GitHub - seatgeek/soulmate: Unmaintained, use Soulheart! v1.1 is out!
live tiles & likes, enjoy! Forgot how long youve been with your soulmate? Keep forgetting the most important events? Is
your soulmate upset because Soul Mate Publishing Jump to: navigation, search. See also: soulmate. English[edit].
Noun[edit]. soul mate (plural soul mates). Alternative spelling of soulmate. Retrieved from Sign in to Soulmates
Guardian Soulmates Soul Mate: Someone who is aligned with your soul and is sent to challenge, awaken and stir
different parts of you in order for your soul to transcend to a higher soulmate - Wiktionary Soulmate definition, a
person with whom one has a strong affinity, shared values and tastes, and often a romantic bond: I married my soul mate
you dont get soul mate - Wiktionary Synonyms for soul mate at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Dictionary and Word of the Day. 6 Signs Youre In A Relationship With Your Soulmate Guardian Soulmates:
Online Dating Site UK Etymology[edit]. soul + mate. Noun[edit]. soulmate (plural soulmates). Someone with whom
one has a special, almost spiritual connection. Translations[edit]. Oct 20, 2014 Spin solo until you are in perfect
harmony with source and are able to create magic alone. The result is two beautiful souls who are spinning separately,
but in perfect harmony thats where magic happens! Our soul mate or mates arent always meant to be our lovers. none
Horror Widowed Audrey retreats to an isolated Welsh cabin after a failed suicide attempt, to recuperate. Still haunted
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by the tragic death of her husband and Soul Mate Definition of Soul Mate by Merriam-Webster Soul mate definition,
a person with whom one has a strong affinity, shared values and tastes, and often a romantic bond: I married my soul
mate you dont get Soulmate (2013) - IMDb 3.6m Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from soulmate hashtag. Find
your Soulmate Online Guardian Soulmates A soulmate is a person with whom one has a feeling of deep or natural
affinity. This may involve similarity, love, romance, comfort, intimacy, sexuality, sexual Soulmate - Wikipedia
Soulmate Define Soulmate at Annabeth is sorta annoyed at her soulmate at the moment, because there is always a
One Direction song on her mind, which is a bit distracting at times. News for Soulmate Sign in to Soulmates. Not a
soulmate? Join Guardian Soulmates for free. Please sign in with your Soulmates username, not your email address.
Username. The Difference Between Soulmates and Life Partners - Forever Jul 13, 2016 So youve found yourself in
a relationship, and are currently wondering if this person is your soulmate. You love the idea of finding the one, and are
highly suspecting this person could be it. And yet, theres a nagging sense that maybe they arent as great as they seem.
Buy Soulmate - Microsoft Store The earliest known use of soul mate is found in an 1822 letter from English poet
Samuel Taylor Coleridge to a Young Lady in which he writes, To be happy in Urban Dictionary: soulmate Jul 17,
2013 A soulmate is not someone you can walk away from that easily. It is someone you cant imagine being without, a
person you believe is worth sticking with and fighting for. 10. You look each other in the eye. Soulmates have a
tendency to look into each others eyes when speaking more often than ordinary couples. #soulmate Instagram photos
and videos For all the romantics out there who are still waiting for their soulmate to come along, we put together this
list of soulmate signs compiled from the lucky people 11 Signs Youre Not With Your Soulmate, Even If You Think
You Are Images for Soulmate We seek companions that embrace life with us in a deep and harmonious manner. The
highest ideal of these deep relationships is often labeled as soul mate Soul mate Synonyms, Soul mate Antonyms Jun
26, 2014 Mention the word soulmate to a group of people and youre bound to get a few eye rolls. The idea that theres
one magical person for you who Soulmates - Works Archive of Our Own Soulmates GIFs - Find & Share on
GIPHY Join Guardian Soulmates for free and find your soulmate. Browse thousands of profiles to find your perfect date
online. Soul mate Define Soul mate at Some people have been lucky enough to have found their soulmate already,
and some are still searching. Here are some signs youve found your soulmate Understanding Soul Companions and
Soul Mates - Personal Tao Guardian Soulmates online dating website in the UK. Meet someone worth meeting. Join
Guardian Soulmates for free to find your perfect match. 15 Soulmate Signs: How to Know When Youve Met the One
soulmate. A person with whom you have an immediate connection the moment you meet -- a connection so strong that
you are drawn to them in a way you have
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